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STATE PRODUCE USED NOTED TRAVELER TO GIVE ILLUSTRATED
BLUE KEY LEADERSHIP FRATERNITY TO
TALK ON BEAUTIES OF SOUTH AMERICA
INITIATE NEW MEMBERS INTO SOCIETY IN CADETJESS HALL
Form Plans for BanquetNumber of Business Men
Invited to Attend
At a business meeting of Blue
Key held on Monday night plans
were made for a banquet to be
held in the near future. The entertainment is to be tendered both
as a way of expressing appreciation
to those who have rendered service
to Clemson and to help some of
them become better acquainted with
the college. The leading business
men of the adjoining cities have
been invited as guests of the honorary fraternity.
A report was made by O. B.
Garrison and C. M. Ellerbe on the
work being done by the Blue Key
at the state 4-H camp. The Blue
Key is undertaking the landscaping
and some of the engineering work
of the camp.
At- this meeting it was also decided that a number of members
would be taken into the society in
a few days.
On Wednesday night the members of Blue Key were guests at
an informal supper at the Y. M.
C. A. followed by a business meeting.

WORK PROGRESSING
ON COLLEGE ANNUAL
Staff Hard at Work on Publication
Work on TAPS, the Clemson
yearbook, is now progressing rapidly according to the Editor-inchief. The staff intends to make
the 1933 edition the best book
ever published at Clemson.
The cover is to be black and
gold with a Tiger head in the center.
The senior pictures will be
arranged, three to a page, with
snapshots and writeups under each.
The books will contain about 300
pages.
The beauty section is to be
large and filled with pictures of
beauties from all over the state.
The usual snapshot section will be
missing, but the little pictures will
be scattered throughout the edition.

COMMITTEE SELECTS
NEW Y CANDIDATES
The candidates for officers of the
Y. M. C. A. for the school year
192 3-1934 were announced at Vesper services Sunday, February 19.
They are as follows: for president,
W. B. Perry and W. J. Burton; for
vice-president, the defeated nominee for president and K. E. Neussner; for secretary, the defeated
nominee for vice-president and B.
M. Latham.
These men will be
voted on at Vesper services at the
Y. M. C. A. March 5. They were
selected by the Nominating Committee which consists of the following: Charlie Moss, Sam Galphin,
Bill Gore, Olen Garrison, Otis Bowen, P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., J. R.
Cooper, and Brown Glenn, chairman.
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FIRST SERGEANTS TO
GIVE INFORMAL HOP
Dance to Follow Banquet for
Old "Top Kicks" Friday
On Friday night, February 24,
the First Sergeant's Club plans to
have last year's First Sergeants as
guests at an informal banquet, followed by a dance at the Parish
House.
The Jungaleers are
expected to furnish rhythm of a quality seldom encountered in the
South.
Tickets may be purchased from
any top sergeant. As the number
of tickets available is limited, those
desiring to attend should secure
them at once.

Over $17,000 Worth Used
During First Semester

Dr. Roth Presents Travelogue
in Chapel Friday Night

Clemson
home plan
end of the present school year "the
College Treasurer will have paid
out approximately $35,000.00 for
South Carolina produce used in the
Mess Hall.
Some of the most interesting information is that compiled by Captain J. D. Harcombe, Mess Officer,
as to South Carolina products purchased for the student dining hall
since last September.
It is the
policy of the college to buy locally, which means a number of the
counties, as much of the produce
as possible.
Every week trucks
bring to the kitchen door South
Carolina eggs, chickens, pork, corn
( Continued on page 4)

Dr. Robert E. Roth, who has
recently returned from an extensive
tour through South America, will
speak in the Clemson College Auditorium Friday evening. While traveling through South America he
took thousands of original photographs from which he has selected
the ones which he will present in
his pleasing travelogue "Wonderlands of South America."
These
pictures were reproduced into dissolving views which profusely illustrate his entertaining and instructive travelogue.
Dr. Roth is also making use of
new principles in projecting. The
pictures when reproduced on the
screen are so convincingly real, and
so startlingly beautiful that it is
difficult to realize that one is not
viewing the original scene.
The
best way to learn about South
America and its people, what they
look like, how they dress, what
they do, the kinds of homes they
live in, what they grow, and how
they travel is to visit South America.
Since it is impossible for
everyone to travel, the next best
thing is to see the records of other
peoples' travels. Dr. Roth did not
travel in South America to see how
many miles he could cover in a
day, but he traveled slowly in order to become acquainted with the
natives. He is therefore qualified
( Continued on page 4)

FORMER STUDENT WINS
believes in the buy-at- ARCHITECTURAL AWARD
and by the end of the
Louis Wolf Honored by Beaux
Art Institute of New York
Louis IM. Wolf of Allendale, S.
C, a graduate of the Clemson Architectural Department Class of '30,
and at present a senior student in
the School of Fine Arts at the University of Pennsylvania, has been
awarded a prize of $50.00 and a
bronze medal.
Wolf was winner
in an architectural competition conducted by the Beaux Art Institute
of Design in New York. A reproduction of the drawings will appear
in an early issue of the Beaux Arts
Bulletin.

Tiger Quintet Wins Five in Row
Drops Final Contest to Gamecocks
DEFEAT P. C. - GEORGIA PUGS CLOSE SEASON TIGERS TRIMERRIERS
SCARE BIRDS
WOFFORDJWICE
WITH WINOVER P, C.
Coach Joe Davis' Bengal baskettossers, determined to make up
for their slow start at the beginning of the season, played headsup basketball last week to win four
out of as many games played, taking two games on the home court
and two on foreign floors.
GEORGIA
Tuesday night, the Clemson five
met the Georgia Bulldogs in Athens
and handed, their hosts a not-socomic valentine which read: Clemson 35, Georgia 25. A description
of the game appeared in the last
issue of this paper.
In a return encounter with Coach
Enright's proteges, the Tigers made
a clean sweep of their series with
the Athenians by winning a roughand-ready game on the local court
last Thursday night by a score of
36 to 29.
The game was rather slow at
times due to the excessive fouling
by members of both teams. Referee Toohey set a record on the
home «ourt by calling 3 2 fouls.
Craig, Tiger center, and Webb,
Georgia guard, were forced to leave
the game early in the first period
via the personal route.
The entire Clemson team played
cool and calculating basketball. For
Georgia, Young with nime points
was outstanding.
WOFFORD
The Tigers took a trip to Spartanburg last Friday night and defeated a powerful Wofford team,
hitherto undefeated in the State,
by a lone goal. 30 to 28.
Woodward and Craig were disqualified early in the game through
fouls and the situation looked dangerous for the Clemsonians. However, Simons and Davis
replaced
them and the Tigers succeeded in
maintaining a slight lead for almost
the entire centest.
(Continued on page six)

Captain Heffner's leatherpushing
artists encountered P. C. in their
last match of the season and came
out of the fray with a 5 to 2 victory. This victory gave the Clemson pugs the boxing championship
of the Palmetto' State.
Altman opened the match in a
preliminary bout with a win for
Clemson by decisively outpointing
his opponent.
Roy Fudge easily defeated McClary of P. C. for a second Clemson
victory.
Tomy Lide in the bantamweight
class started the main bouts off by
out-boxing the highly-touted Seagle
of P. C. Lide fought a smart fight
and, he had the hard-hitting Seagle
in trouble several times.
Eron Crow continued the good
work by out-punching Bisset in the
featherweight division.
In the lightweight class Clark of
F. C. and Blitch of Clemson were
on even terms until the third round
when Blitch weakened and Clark
won the first decision for P. C.
Charlie Bannister, welterweight,
had a little trouble in hitting McDuffie of P. C. in the first round,
but landed enough blows in the
other two rounds to give Clemson
its third victory.
"Champ" Medlin in the juniormiddleweight division, earned a
hard decision over Parker of P. C.
P. C. forfeited the middleweight
bout.
Captain Megginson and Captain
Horton of P. C. fought three fast
and furious rounds to a draw in
the light-heavy class.
Megginson
landed many telling blows to Horton's mid-section, but the Blue
Stocking retaliated with a long left
in Megginson's face ending the fight
with no decision
Footsie Davis apparently bad a
decided edge over Sims of P. C,
but the judges decision went to
Sims.

Clemson's rejuvenated basketeers
ended the season Tuesday night by
battling the highly vaunted Carolina Gamecocks on practically even
terms throughout the entire game,
only to fall eight points short in
the final minutes as the Birds drew
away to capture their final cenference game, 28 to 20.
Led by Dobson and Woodward
who made six points each, the Tigers presented a scrappy aggregation
that kept the Birds in hot water
all evening. Carolina, with 12 points
on foul shots, made the most of
all but one free throw, while the
Bengals were able to counter but
four.
Bennie Tompkins, with three
field goals and six fouls, led the
scoring for both teams, while Henderson trailed close behind with
nine points.
Monday night Coach Davis' boys
handed Wofford their second defeat of the year by trouncing the
Terriers 26 to 23. The defensive
work of the Tigers was superb;
and although the passing was wild
at times, the Bengals came through
when the goin-g was tight to run up
eight points in the closing minutes
and overcome the lead that the
Terriers had held all during the
game.
Dillard, with eight points, was
Clemson's most effective offensive
gun, while the passwork of Dobson
could not be excelled.
Clemson
is the only state team to defeat
the Wofford bovs this year, and in
doing so the Tigers annexed five of
the last six games of the season.

T. W. Koch, a California geologist,
has reported that there is a mountain in that state which is being
built up at the rate of 2 1/4 feet
in fifteen years. This is 100 times
faster than the Sierra Nevada
Mountains are "growing".

DRUM AND BUGLE
CORPS BANQUET
Freshmen Preside at Annual
Get-Together of Windjammers
The Drum and bugle corps tendered themselves a banquet last Friday night at seven o'clock in the
grill room of the Y. M. C. A.
The freshmen members of the
organization were in charge of the
program headed by toastmaster R.
H. Goodson. After a lengthy meal
the toastmaster called for afterdinner speeches.
E. G. Lawton, Captain of the
drum and bugle corps, began the
speaking session with a few remarks to the assembly.
Executive Lieutenant J. W. Thompson followed with a discourse concerning
the duties of senior officers of the
drum and. bugle corps, and concluded his remarks by urging that
everyone concentrate his efforts on
making the approaching spring inspection a real success. Other members of the organization expressed
their enjoyment of the evening in
brief talks.
P. M. Parrott and W. A. Boles,
Captain and Executive Lieutenant
of the band respectively, were In
attendance as guests. Parrott expressed his gratification in the
fact that there was such a mutual
feeling of good fellowship between
the band and drum and bugle
corps.
The festivities closed with a rising rote of approval to the management of the grill room for tn«
effort manifested in making the
event colorful and enjoyable.
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EDITORIAL
TO THE CORPS
The Clemson Corps of Cadets
seems to still cherish an age old
idea that THE TIGER is an organ
published solely to gratify the journalistic inclinations of the staff.
Nothing could be more fallacious.
THE TIGER was founded by the
Corps of Cadets and was intended
to be published by the cadets as
a medium for the expression of
public opinion of the student body
as a whole. That is what we wish
it to remain.
The continuation of this policy,
however, requires the cooperation
of everyone concerned, and that includes every cadet at Clemson. The
staff of THE TIGER, compared
with the total cadet corps, is very
small. To make the paper interesting to everyone means that the
material used must foe more cosmopolitan in nature, which in turn
means that a much wider scope
of writing and reporting than that
covered by the regular staff Is
necessary.
Here and now we should like to
make it known that any cadet in
school has a place on the paper.
The only prerequisites are a fair
capability and a willingness to
work. And the latter is far from
feeing the less important of the
two.
The English Department,
which recommends men for the
staff, can judge a man solely by
his grades in English. Such a system, quite naturally, is not thorough in uncovering all, nor even
the best talent available from a
student body as large as Clemson's.
If a man desires to become a member of the staff, it is only necessary for him to make his wishes
known to any member of the staff
and he will be given impartial consideration.
Even though a cadet is not a
member of the regular staff there
Is nothing to prevent him from
satisfying his yearnings to write,
if any, at the expense of the paper.
Any member of the staff will be
only too glad to assist you in re-

cording for publication whatever
might he on your mind.
The next time you feel that irresistible urge to write, put it in
words and help us turn out a better and more representative newspaper.

uui

SWAN SONG OF THE UGLY
DUCKLINGS
The Congressional "lame ducks"
are now enjoying their last quack
at the expense of national legislative expediency.
On January 23
Missouri won the distinction of being the 36 th state to ratify the
twentieth amendment to the Constitution, thereby eliminating defeated
legislators from participation in the
government henceforth and hastening the inauguration of the President and tho meeting time of each
new Congress.
Under the new amendment Congress is to meet every year on
January 3, and every four year the
President will he inaugurated January 20 instead of March 4, as now.
The short session of Congress, in
which members who were defeated
in November, continue to legislate until March, will be abolished.
As the amendment will go into effect next Octoner 15, the present
session is to be the last for the
"lame ducks".
The amendment also, for the first
time, will provide for the Presidential succession in case the President-elect die° or fails to qualify.
The Vice-Fresident-elect is put in
his place until Congress formally
chooses a successor to fill the term.
It took ten long years for Senator Norris of Nebraska to fight the
amendment through Congress.
It
took the states of the Union, a full
three-quarters of them, less than
one year to demonstrate that the
country is through with legislation
by men who have been told by
their constituents that they are no
longer wanted.
During the present session of
Congress, ratifications poured in at

SNOOPS AND WHOOPS

"A JIG IN TIME-"

By Alex Dickson

By Russell Eaton

Fun for the morons.
That was
As Walter would, say under such
the
secret
of
the
success
of
the Yoconditions, "an orchid to the 'big
men' " for granting so many week- Yo and the Rick-Rack. When that
end permits and making it possible psycho-analytical theorist came forth
The "Johnsonian"
carries
an for many of the corps to see the with the statement that all who
article in the Exchange Column boxing match and the basketball whistle are morons, some very clever
which your writer has seen in at game.
•- *'£J chap, who believed that 99 per cent
least two other college papers. Said
And those who were fortunate of the population whistle, decided to
article relates to our adverse com- enough to get to Clinton on time invent a plaything to entertain thi3
ment on their heart-rending poetic for the uouts saw plenty of action majority of the population—hence
efforts* We should like to suggest and quite a few good looking girls. the Yo-Yo! This went over big unto the fair Winthrop editors that, Boh Miller and Ben Martin even til all the morons in the country
instead of expressing their senti- fell in love, so they say.
had learned how to Yo-Yo backments toward us by repeating arIn Spartanburg there seems to wards, forward, and upside-down.
ticles from other papers, they show have been equal action and as Then all the banks went broke and
some originality and tell us directly many goils. The local YMCA was everyone tied his money, if he had
how we stand.
No harm, girls, filled to the pent house with kay- any left, in a sock and buried it.
just a friendly criticism.
Soon there came another bright
dets.
So at home did the boys
make themselves, that in the early yokel who believed that another
The following extract from THE , hours of the morning a Taps in- craze like that of the Yo-Yo would,
INDIAN will give some of youie spection was made. Now that don't tempt the morons to dig up their
guys eomething to think a/bout.
socks and play some more. So the
even sound, reasonable.
Figure it «Ut: Last year I askAmd Charley Wyatt says that Rick-Rack! And as suspected, the
ed her to become my wife and she when he was a freshman he would morons came across.
gave me a decidedly negative re always get an old boy to take his
These crazes of the Yo-Yo and
ply, so to get even I married her girl to the dances for him. Will Rick-Rack only went to prove to
mother. Then my father married you ever grow up, Charles?
some third wise fellow that 99 per
the girl. When I married the girl's
Somebody saw the "KID" fixing cent of the population is probably
mother the girl became my daugh- a flat tire for several ladies on the moronic, and. remembering what fun
ter. Then my daughter married my way to Spartanburg Saturday.
he had at age twelve putting jigsaw
father, so he became my son. When
"Buddy can you spare a dime?" puzzle3 together, he decided to try
my father married my daughter she Have you seen the Rox News Film this on our moron public. Came the
became my mother. If my father of Cliff McLaurin wrapping himself jigsaw puzzle craze!
Now can you imagine Dr. and
is my son, and my daughter is my around a nig chicken dinner in
mother, who am I? My mother's the Elite
It was taken Sunday Mrs. Sikes or Colonel and Mrs. West
mother is my wife and must be afternoow amid the cheens and, Yo-Yoing or Rick-Racking? Neithmy grandmother, and being my jeers of a thousand unemployed in er can we—but there is hardly a
grandmother's husband, I must be Spartanburg.
home on the campus in which there
my own grandfather.
And there
The Wofford boys gave Jesse is not a jigsaw puzzle in the procyou are.
James his dinner in a sack. He ess of being put together. Ask Ed
can't take 'em like he could at Morris why he almost had room inspection called off last Saturday.
The University of California has one time.
recently added a course in eleAnd there was the boy who was We don't blame him, poor feller, he
mentary fishing to its curriculum. standing on the side of the road had a half-finished jigsaw puzzle on
Practice is held in the swimming trying to eaten a ride to see his his table and nothing is so disconpool. Wonder if the students are girl, when along she comes in a big certing as to have to break up a
graded according to the number of bakery truck and almost hits him. half-finished jigsaw puzzle!
If someone doesn't stop it soon,
"fish" they catch.
Does it tickle, Albright?
Who will be the first to tell the highways of the future will be
The following "brain-teaser" tak- James 'Personality' Thompson that paved with jigsaw puzzle patterns.
en from THE INDIAN is sufficient the lapel of his rain coat is not Buildings will be erected after the
to test even Dr. Daniel's knowledge the place for those two little old same fashion. However, this craze
of English. Try to punctuate the buttons?
Who is the girl, Jim- has its advantages. The jigsaw puzfollowing: That that is is that that mie? Maybe somebody could write zle factory has bought up all the
is not is not therefore that that is her a letter or even paint a sign. old sales charts to get designs for
not is not that that is and that that
Word comes that it won't be so their puzzles. Art flourishes. The
is is not that that is not.
long before we will be drinking out peaceful revolutionists have found
of real cups wilii handles.
Now occupation by going about putting
And then there is the one about won't we have fun? But then it together broken windows.
Already the national anthem has
the college man who, when asked will be ao hard to pick up a mug
what the ten most beautiful words of beer after becoming accustomed become "Jigtime". Ah me! the jig
is up.
in the English language were, re- to tea cups.
plied, "Please find enclosed check
She overheard a freshman asking
The Rev. and Mrs. Satterlee anfor pocket change as per request". an upperclassman, "Is his name
—The Indian. Mitchell or Lipscomb?" "No, fresh- nounce the birth of a daughter in
man," was the rapid reply, "just Columbia Saturday, February 18.
No, Jessabel, that editorial in call him Sucker." But aren't we
THE TIMES entitled "In the Dry all??
—L O S T—Fraternity pin,
Citadel" had nothing to do with
And now it's a brand new ro- with Greek letters "S. E" on
the "West Point of the South". mance.
This time it's the well
Sometime
between
The metropolitan daily probably known boy from around town, Leo- same.
hasn't even heard about the Cita- nard Gaines, and this vital, Virile, Christmas holidays and presdel's "Cooped Cadets".
magnetic, compelling, and fascinat- ent date.
Finder bring by
ing young gentleman has enough room 165 and receive reward.
love in his heart to swamp a boat.
the rate oJ two to three a day. My, My, "Goofus", you ole heart
Seventeen utates
approved
this breaker you.
Not that it really makes much should be president of this organiamendment last year before the
Legislatures adjourned for the sum- difference, but the fact remains:- zation in short time. Russ Waite
mer.
V'rgimu was the first. All —Oscar is a flathead. and gives has been at the helm of this group
the rest of the near forty on record us the heartburn more and more for the past two years.
And there was the story of the
have acted since the first week of every Thursday.
Citadel boys very seldom indulge. two cadets who courted the same
January.
Rat Wilson looks like Zasu Pitts. goil oa the campus. One of them
Had it been possible for all the
Jack Todd is the best looking put rat poison, soap, and match
states to ratify last year before
October 15, Franklin D. Roosevelt boy that the girls up in these heads in the candy that the competitor was supposed to eat, and,
would now be in the White House hyar hills have ever seen.
Robert, "Ajax", French has join- in the confusion that took place,
and the Congress elected with him
would be functioning. Nor would ed the ranks of the "I got romance the good and bad candy became
it now become necessary for Mr. in pants" boys and, judging from mixed. Foiled again, he has been
Roosevelt, after he takes office, to the degress of his romance, he blowing soap bubbles for a week.
call a special session of Congress to
dispatch the urgent public business
which the present assemblage of
Republican die-hards pigeon-holed
while it frittered away priceless
Located in Barracks No. 1 and in Sloans' Arcade
days of a crucial period in a disWe employ the best of Barbers in our shops.
graceful attempt to make the SenStart right and stay right, by going to
ate appear "ridiculous'' in the eyes
of the people.
HAIR CUTS 25c
It is, however, some consolation
that such a momentous piece of
legislation should be effected during the very session it aimed to
eliminate.

PIKE & PATTERSON BARBER SHOPS

PIKE & PATTERSON BARBER SHOPS
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that a certain would-be orator
in Greenville county, after successfully delivering an after dinner
speech, made known his relation
to Doctor Daniel. Oscar wondered
all the way home whether he was
bragging or apologizing.
that a certain dapper Clemson
professor happened into a jewelry
sale in Greenville not long ago. He
and the auctioneer certainly looked
cute together. Boy, that prof, is
a mess.

that "Jawbone" Howard looks
prosperous enough with all those
cigars, but if you get close enough
you can tell what they do with
inferior tobacco in these days of
depression.
that Mr. John A. Curry loves
to assume that responsible and allimportant look when Holtzy lends
him the Y keys to open a few
doors.
that while most of the cadets
shout "shoot the air" and "shoot the
show", it would, be even more appropriate to shoot Bill Williams.
that Dr. McCollum evidently
has made more money on rouge
and lip-stick since Clemson went
co-ed.
that Colonel West has not yet
discovered who in the world sent
him those two cute little valentines.
the the visits of Bob Cooper,
Fitz Burns, and Tom Murphy to the
Little Shanty in Old Pendleton are
unknown to many of the corps.
that Col. Shanklin does not
chew tobacco.
The little brown
spot in the center of his moustache

came about through the efforts of
a well-used cigar.
that Goat Kohn and Kicsoff
Knigoff get far more pleasure from
blowing the horn on that roadster
than anyone else does from hearing
it.
that Scotty Monteith would not
play football at college because the
coach, in giving out the positions,
would not give him the quarterback.
that Snoops and Whoops, as
well as Denny Grimes, would have
Oscar informed that nothing is so
cold as yesterday's news. Be that
as it may, it still seems to get some
people hot under the collar.
DID YOU EVER STOP TO THINK
that we may have an airport
soon?
of the excellent service we get
at the laundry?
that the literary societies are
for your own benefit—to train you
to stand on your feet and say what
you think?
that although the appropriations for Clemson are in grave
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danger of being cut, the cadets are
"Smilin' Thru"?
that Clemson has some of the
greatest athletic contests ever seen?
of the work THE TIGER staff
puts out to keep the Tiger roaring? (Thanks, Pal)
that books are not the only
medium through we become educated at Clemson?
that worrying will not help?
that that full moon will still
be there a few short years from
now?
that somebody has a hearts
my first article came out in THE
TIGER last week signed by my
name?
—A. Lem BurrThe warm winters in the northern states and in Canada the past
few years are not the result of a
changing Gulf Stream.
This was
ascertained by a British expedition
which made the first check on the
position of the Gulf Stream since
1911. It has not moved from its
1911 course, the expedition found.

Accepting a challenge from atu
dents who have opposed his measures against them. Dr. Frederick
Robinson, president of City College'
of New York addressed 750 members of the Social Problems Clul
thereby breaking a tradition of never appearing as principal speake.
before undergraduate clubs.
When Coach Alonzo A. Stagg- e:
the University of Chicago was- ill
with pneumonia in New York Cit:
recently, his physican was Dr. Ma>
Rhode, a star linesman on one or
Stagg's teams more than twenty
years ago.
Gordon T. Bowles, research student in anthropology at Harvarc'.
University asserts that Harvard mer
of today of old American stock aro
taller and heavier than their fathers and grandfathers, are still gaining in height, and are now one o;
the tallest groups in the world
Bowles says the same is true of women students at Wellesley, Vassar,
Smith and Mount Holyoke.

ILLUSION:
Josie, the lovely trapeze artist, stands upon a small platform.
At the will of the magician she leaps twenty feet into the air
to reach her trapeze. She uses no ropes, no ladder! A phenomenal leap for a woman .,, or a man!
EXPLANATION:
Josie didn't jump ... she was sprung! The twenty-foot leap
is not dependent on Josie's ability, but on a powerful spring
mechanism hidden beneath the stage which propels the artist
upward through the air. The force is so violent that the lady
wears a light steel jacket which protects her from injury as
she starts her astonishing leap.

'TS Tl/JV TO B£ J^OOITB
.ZrJ
... ITS MORE FUN TO £arow
Magic has its place.. .but not in cigarette advertising.
Consider the illusion that there is
a mysterious way to give cigarettes a
superior "flavor."
EXPLANATION: Cigarette flavor can be
controlled by adding artificial flavorings. By blending. And by the quality
of tobaccos used.
Cheap, raw tobaccos can be "built
up" or "fortified" by the lavish use
of artificial flavorings.

Such magic, however, seldom holds
the audience. Your taste finally tells
you the truth.
The cigarette flavor thatnever stales,
never varies, never loses its fresh appeal, comes from mild, ripe, fragrant,
more expensive tobaccos...blended to
bring out the full, round flavor of each
type of leaf. It's the quality of the tobacco that counts!
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

Because Camel actually pays millions
more every year for choice tobaccos,
you find in Camels an appealing mildness, a better flavor.
And Camels taste cooler because
the welded Humidor Pack of threeply, MOISTURE-PROOF cellophane
keeps them fresh.

J\TO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS

BLEND
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Man, getting shaved—Barber, will
You can't improve on nature, but
you please give me a glass of you certainly can improve on deALPHA TAU ALPHA
water?
nature.
Barber—What is the matter, a
The Alpha Tau Alpha held its hair in your throat?
A SIGN UNTO YOU
regular meeting Tuesday night in
Customer—No, I want to see if
Drive carefully. The child in the
the Dairy Building. An interesting my throat leaks.
street may be yours.
talk was given by Ross Jordan on
the subject, "What has been done
IBHBllBlBlliaiaBiSlSHgllHBIllgBEa
in Vocational Agriculture in Seneca." Mr. P. G. Chastain led the
assembled group in some games.
Plans were made for receiving
four new members into the society.
These men will be selected at the
next meeting. This will bring the
number of active members of the
Clemson Alpha Tau Alpha to fourteen.
The Alpha Tau Alpha is the
youngest scholarship fraternity on
the campus, but is fast growing in
popularity among the education
groups.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

yyems> '
STUDENT VOLUNTEER MEETING

JUNIOR COUNCIL

Clemson was represented at the
South Carolina Student Volunteer
Conference held at Limestone College this past week-end by a group
of 16 boys consisting of Browne
Glenn, Wade Perry, Karl Neussner,
H. H. Acker, O. B. Garrison, Bill
Burton, H. J. Webb, Charlie Arlington, Fred Kirchner, Wallace
Fridy, J. Metz, C. N. Clayton, O.
R. Huskey, C. E. Chapman, Paul
Quattlebaum, and Mac McConnel.
The conference was one of the
most instructive attended by a
Clemson delegation for some time
and an excellent social program was
carried out by Limestone. The principal speakers were Mr. Jesse Wilson, National Secretary of the Student Volunteer Movement, Miss Elizabeth Manget, secretary of the
movement for the South Atlantic
Region, and Dean Russell of Duke
University.
Music was furnished
by the Limestone Choir and a banquet was given for the delegates
Saturday night in the college dining hall.

The Jr; Council met at the home
of Mr. Holtzendorff Wednesday evening. As the members took their
seats, each was given a copy of
"The High Road". This was the
first issue of "The High Road"
since the departure of Mr. G. H.
Aull. It was decided that an issue of the publication, along with
a letter composed of one sentence
from each of the Council Members,
be sent to Mr. Aull. At this meeting C. N. Clayton, W. J. Burton,
O. R. Huskey, W. B. Perry, C. E.
Chapman, and K. E. Neussner were
selected to represent the Council at
the Student Volunteer Movement
meeting, which was held this past
week-end at Limestone College. Refreshments were then served, after
which the meeting adjourned.

MR. JESSE WILSON ON CAMPUS

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
The Sophomore Council held its
regular meeting at the Y. M1. C. A.
Tuesday evening. The council had
previously agreed that each member contribute ten cents each
month to cover the expenses of
sending delegates to various conventions.
After some discussion,
however, it was decided that each
member pay only five cents per
month.
An interesting talk was made by
Mr. Theo Vaughn, who takes much
interest in the Y. M. C. A. and
its work. His topic for the eveming was "A Happy Life". In living a happy life, he explained why
work, play, love, and worship are
very essential.
The meeting was then dismissed
with a prayer.

Clemson has been fortunate in
having on its campus for the past
few days, Mr. Jesse Wilson, national secretary of the Student
Volunteer Movement.
Mr. Wilson
has his headquarters in New York,
but spends most of his time traveling about the country visiting the
various colleges throughout the nation.
Mr. Wilson returned with the
Clemson delegation to the Student
Volunteer Conference in Gaffney
last Sunday and in the course of
his short stay here, made several NOTED TRAVELER TO TALK
ON SOUTH AMERICA
addresses to small groups, includ(Continued from page one)
ing the Y Cabinet, Freshman Council, and to the corps in chapel to give authentic information about
South America, and with the aid
Tuesday.
of his cameras he recorded thousands
of unusual pictures with which
DEPUTATION TEAM
he interests his audiences.
Dr. Roth will take his listeners
Upon the invitation of Rev.
Giggs, pastor o£ Tiger Presbyterian down the West coast of South
Church of Tigei, Georgia, the Y. America, drift along the lazy PaciM. C. A. Deputation Team com- fic into the countries of Ecuador,
posed of Roy Cooper, T. O. Bowen, Peru and Chile, then cross over
Romaine Smith, M. J. Webb, W. B. the Andes on the Trans-Andean
Perry, B. M. Latham, and D. N. Railway to Buenos Aires and come
In Ecuador
Chapin, spent the week-end of Feb. up the East Coast.
they will visit the Cacao planta4 in Tiger, Georgia.
The team rendered a series of tions and there see the natives
programs, presented as follows: weave the ever popular Panama
Saturday afternoon, Scout Program Hats for which Ecuador is famous.
at Scout Cottage; Saturday night, From here they will travel southWiley Church; Sunday morning, ward to the Inca Ruins of Cuzco,
Tiger Baptist Church; Sunday af- Peru, and into the Jungles of Peternoon, Tiger Presbyterian Church; ru where a wedding of the natives
five o'clock, Rabon-Gap Nocoochee will be shown, together with many
other jungle pictures. In order to
School, near Clayton, Georgia.
The speakers at these programs secure some of these pictures it
were Roy Cooper, T. O. Bowen, W. was necessary for him to travel
B. Perry, B. M. Latham, and D. N. with guides, sleeping in hammocks
Chapin. A variety of musical se- and traveling in dugouts.
Dr. Roth will then take his aulections were rendered. Solos were
dience
southward to Valparaiso,
rendered by Romaine Smith and
Chile,
then
over to Buenos Aires,
D. N. Chapin, and quartet selections by Roy Cooper, H. J. Wehb, the "Paris of South America". The
B. M. Latham, and D. N. Chapin. journey continues up to Rio de
Janeiro, the "Wonder city of South
The members of the team were
America", from Rio de Janeiro to
entertained, in various homes of the
the coffee plantations of Sao Paulo
community Saturday night.
and again into the Jungles of BraPlans have been made to go to
Charleston, and various other places zil along the mighty Amazon River.
As you listen to Dr. Roth you
within the state, including schools,
travel in imagination up and down
churches, and colleges.
great rivers, along the West and
East coast of South America. You
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
will see the splendid capitols of
modern times side by side with
Thursday—Age of Consent
buildings of the ancient Aztecs.
Friday—Too Busy to Work
You will see natives in the wildest
Saturday—She Done Him Wrong tropical swamps.
His descriptions
are not an array of dry statistics
Monday—All American
or theories, but alert discussions
Tuesday—The Outsider
drawn from a fund of knowledge
Wednesday—No More Orchids

NEW SHOES
Just Arrived

STATE PRODUCE USED
IN COLLEGE MESS HALL
(Continued from page one)
meal, cabbage, not to forget such
items as ice cream, apples, syrup,
pecans, and other miscellaneous
items.
It is also interesting to
know that students from the country have been using produce from
the farm to help pay their board.
In buying this produce it must
come up to the standard of
that required for use in the dining hall. This means that only the
very best is purchased.
One student helped to pay his expenses
with canned goods.
Some of the
finest canned string beans purchased this year were put up by the
mother of a cadet and were used
to pay his expenses. Another boy
brings honey, another syrup, another pecans, another dressed hogs,
and another homemade fruit cake.
From September to February
Captain Harcombe purchased over
21 tons of South Carolina pork
products and dressed hogs. Nearly
43,000 pounds of South Carolina
pork were consumed during the
first half of the year. The next
largest item is poultry. Over six
tons of chickens and turkeys were
consumed.
Nearly 9,000
dozen
eggs were necessary for cooking
and eating. Approximately 13,000
gallons of fresh milk were purchased from the college dairy and
used for drinking and for cooking.
In the purchase of salad oils and
compounds, preference is given to
manufacturers using Southern cotton seed.
From the opening of school in
September to February 1st the
quantities of produce used were.
28,960 lbs. Pork products
13,902 lbs. Dressed hogs

8,682 lbs. Chickens
3,693 lbs. Turkeys
12,375 lbs.
doz. Eggs
gals. Milk (CAC)
gals. Ice cream
bu. Corn meal
lbs. Tomatoes
lbs. Cahbage
lbs. Turnips
bu. Apples
lbs. Dried beans
gals. Syrup
lbs. Pecans
lbs. Fruit cake
cans Home
canned
beans
and tomatoes
600 gals. String beans
600 gals. Sweet potatoes, canned

8,984
12,720
1,690
250
3,574
5,365
2,049
252
487
1,599
181
618
548

Total

TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR
Made-to-Order Clothing

| "Judge" Keller
BiHaiiiiaaagBias^

DERRY BEAUTY SHOP
Special for a Short Time—EUGENES WAVES $3.50

After College
WHAT?

Tak

lime

Architecture ?
Kenneth Reid, managing editor
of the architectural publication,
"Pencil Points," writes: "The successful architect needs not only
an instinctive feeling for design
and a technical skill in construction, but also a complete cultural
background. Architecture requires long training, intensive
concentration, a keen mind."

Out!
They're so crisp — actually crackle in milk or
cream. And they satisfy
hunger without taxing the
system. Made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek.

Listen!—

cost

personally acquired.
This travelogue will show South America in
all of its beauty and weirdness.
Go with Dr. Roth into the most
fascinating countries, into strange
markets where strange people hawk
their exotic wares.
Enjoy it all
without the expense or the discomforts of travel, or the weariness of aching limbs and stifling
heat and freezing cold.
Admission for cadets will be 10
cents; others 20 cents.

50c suit

You Will Find Our Prices Are Cheaper

BETWEEN classes or late at
night there's nothing like
a bowl of Kellogg's Rice
Krispies to pick you up.

42,862 lbs.

$17,250.78

DRESS SHOES & SPORT SHOES
$3.00,3.50 & 4.00
DRILL SHOES
$1.75 & 2.50
TRENCH COATS
$2.75

IN ARCHITECTURE, certainly,
brains rate ioo per cent. "... intensive concentration, a keen mind."
That's why in this business, as in
college, a pipe is the favorite smoke.
Get out your pipe now, light up, and
through the curling blue puffs of
Edgeworth,* let your mind drift down
the road to those years after graduation.
If you're not already an Edgeworth
smoker, there's new smoking satisfaction waiting for you. Edgeworth's
blend of fine old burleys is distinctive,
different. You'll know—after the first
puff. Want to try it before you buy?
Write for free sample packet. Larus 8C
Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
* A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

RICE
KRISPIES

Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes — 15(! pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.
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TIGERS END SEASON BY
WINNING 5 OF FINAL 6

THE REALM OF SPORTS

railing I he I igers
with JOE
How about a rising vote of congratulations to Coach. Joe Davis
and his fighting Tiger basketeers?
Those boys really deserve a big
hand. The exhibition of gameness
and "never say die" determination
that they have displayed in the
last two weeks is worthy of the
highest praise. The Bengals broke
into the spotlight by invading
Athens last week to force a bitter
dose down the throats of the Georgia Bull Dogs. The fact that this
was done on the Georgians' home
court is in itself little short of
marvelous. So far as we have been
able to discover this marks the
first time that a Clemson team has
ever won an athletic contest in
Athens. That it was not merely a
streak of luck was proved two
nights later when the Tigers played
host to the Bull Dogs and gave
them another spoonful of the same
medicine.

SHERMAN
the plays that his teams used. The
chessmen substituted for gridiron
warriors and went through the various formations.
Incidentally we
learned from the same source that
Heisman used to bestow a great
deal of profanity upon the shoulders of Jake Woodward in the afternoon practices and then praise
him to the skies at the supper
table.

Clemson can well afford to rejoice over the fact that Gene Willimon will return to the Tiger fold
next year. Willimon is eligible for
one more year of football and has
decided to once again offer his services on the gridiron. He showed
vast improvement toward the close
of the season last year, and to date
is one of the hardest running backs
bo hand in his application for a
backfield berth. He made his letter last year and will doubtless be
of tremendous value to the Bengals
And then what do they do but in the season that is before them.
pack up their togs and journey to
S'partanburg the following evening
Southern Conference teams toto hand the Wofford Terriers their day began to ship representatives
first defeat of the season by a to Charlottesville for the boxing
South Carolina team.
The Spar- tournament.
This is of special
taaiburg institution has one of the interest to followers of the Tigers
best ball clubs that has ever repre- because Clemson has more than an
sented them on the hardwood, as even chance to eome away with one
well as one of the very best in the or two of the divisional honors. By
Palmetto state.
To make it the defeating the Blue Stockings last
end of a perfect week, the Tigers Friday the Tigers ended the most
returned to their home court Sat- successful pugilistic season that
urday to best the Presbyterians, Clemson has ever known. A glance
making it four straight victories in down the Tigers' lineup will show
five days.
Not at all bad. The you that there are several men who
quintet has accomplished something have turned in excellent records for
that they were not able to do all the season. Many, possibly all, of
last season. Four games have been these men will be sent to Virginia
won from out-of^state teams (Ten- for the tournament. Some are ganessee State, Sewanee, and Geor- ing to make the going plenty rough
gia twice), while last year the team for others in the Southern Condid not capture a single contest ference.
Clemson will have a
from foreign aggregations.
strong representative at the ringing of the first bell, and you can
Elsewhere in this issue you will bet your hat that they will give a
find a story concerning the child- good account of themselves before
hood of the forward pass, as sup- the final gong sounds.
plied by John Heisman, who directed the Tiger gridmen through four STRAY SHOTS: Mrs. Jake Woodsuccessful seasons in the early nine- ward has never seen Henry play a
teen hundreds. Through the med- football game.
She makes all of
ium of one of the old timers who the trips, but cannot force herself
was here with Heisman, we have to the scene of action, fearful that
learned an interesting fact about she will see her son injured. . Nothe former Tiger mentor. At the lan Shuler rose from the rank of
time when this prof and Heisman substitute guard on Davis' quinwere both boarding at the Calhoun tet to develop into one of the best
mansion. Heisman owned a chess and most dependable defensive men
board upon which he worked out in the state.

BLUES SHADE WHITES
IN GRIDIRON BATTLE
The thud of toes smacking leather and brawn meeting brawn was
once again heard in Tigertown Saturday afternoon as Coach Jess Neely divided his 1933 gridiron hopefuls into two squads, the Blues and
the Whites, and pitted them in the
•first spring football game of the
practice season.
The Blues, led by the promising
freshman backfield threat, Clyde
Pennington, gained the decision
early in the fourth quarter when a
bad pass from center cost the
Whites two points and the football
game. The two teams battled thru
the mud and slime for four periods,
with neither eleven able to drive
over a toucndown. The Blues, however, led in the number of first
downs toy a six to four advantage.
Taken as a whole, the contest
was one of defensive beauty. The
forward walls were evenly matched, altho the backs were handicapped considerably by the uncertain
footing that brought the runner
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PROBABLE ENTRIES TO
S. C. TOURNEY NAMED
Clemson is planning to send her
entire boxing team to the new
Southern
Conference
first
boxing tournament to be held at the
University of Virginia Friday and
Saturday.
As announced by Captain Heffner early this week, the
men who will probably represent
the Tigers are: Lide, Crow, Blitch,
Bannister, Medlin, Megginson, Henley, and Davis.
down several times before he had
been touched. The Blues will naturally "rub it in" the Whites at
every opportunity, but it would be
practically impossible to select the
superior team.
The starting lineups for the two
teams were as follows: Blues: Watson, Fellars, ends; Brown, Cox,
tackles; Inabinett, Croxton, guards;
Cummings, center; Willimon, Lynn,
Stevens, and Pennington, backs.
Whites:
Shores,
Horton,
ends;
Black, Troutman, tackles; Heinemann, Lewis, guards; Yarborough,
center; Cathcart, Cole, Hinson, and
McCown backs.

DILLARD LEADS TIGERS
IN INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Craig and Simons Run Close
Race for Second Place
The referee has blown his whistle
for the last time this year; the
final field goal has slipped through
the net; and the Clemson Tigers
have packed their basketball togs
away in moth balls until next season. The end of the year found
the Tigers at the very peak of
their power. In the last two weeks
Clemson has emerged victorious in
five contests, and suffered defeat
only at the hands of Qe loudly
touted Gamecocks.
The final whistle found Bill Dillard leading the Tigers' scoring,
with Johnson Craig and Ted Simons trailing olose on his heels. The
individual scores of each member
of the team, as made against collegiate competition, Is as follows:
Dillard
113
Craig
96
Simons
95
Dobson
91
Woodward
80
Shuler
19
Davis
16
Bowie
13

CRAIG HOLDS 'HIS MAN'
SCORELESS IN 7 GAMES
Johnson Craig, Clemson center,
has just accomplished a defensive
feat that is indeed worthy of note,
as well as of the highest praise.
Craig did not allow his enemy assignment to register a single field
goal in seven straight contests. He
began this brilliant defensive work
against Furman on the Tigers'
court. Since that time Clemson has
met Furman again, P. C. twice,
Georgia twice, and Wofford.
In
these games Craig made a total of
3 6 points.

PUGS WIN STATE FLAG
8 GO TO TOURNAMENT

HEISMAN, CLEMSON MENTOR 1903-1906,
TELLS TIGER SCRIBE OF FORWARD PASS
Just exactly when, where, and
how the forward pass broke into
football has been a question of debate for many years. One of the
TIGER scribes, upon hearing that
the forward pass came to life at
Clemson under the reign of John
Heisman, wrote Heisman asking
him about it.
Mr. Heisman produced four very successful teams
here some 25 years ago, and, altho
retired from coaching, is today an
authority of the game.
Mr. Heisman gives an interesting
account of the origin of the pass in
his letter to the TIGER scribe.
"Dear Mr.
:
"Your f>.vor of January 13th has
my attention at last, I should explain that I have been exceptionally busy of late and could not get
around to answering sooner.
"Your understanding of how the
forward pass in football came
about is not entirely correct. It Is
true I was the first, perhaps, to
suggest that the introduction of the
forward pass into the game would
have the effect of opening it up and
thus making it less dangerous; but
up to the time that such a pass
was legalized in 1906 it was altogether illegal to make any kind of
a forward pass. For this reason it
would have been impossible for me,
or anyone else, to play forward
passes ahead of the football world.
"I first got the idea from witnessing an accidental forward pass
made by North Carolina University
in a game against the University
of Georgia, played in Atlanta in
1895. Even at that time mass play
in the game was getting so concentrated I felt sure than sooner or
later something would have to be
done to open the game up.
On
seeing how amazingly effective a
forward pass could be in achieving
this very result, in the game to
which I make reference, I always

felt that I had the answer. When
the hue and cry against mass playing began to get real loud I
wrote, during the season of 1903
and while I was in my last year of
coaching at Clemson, to Walter
Camp suggesting the introduction
of the forward pass into the game.
Mr. Camp was then, and always
had been, chairman of the rules
committee.
However, he took no
action thereon.
"In 1904 and 1905 I wrote him
again to the same effect and, finally, in the winter of 1905-06 the
rules committee took definite action by legalizing the forward pass.
"As a result all teams could legally employ the forward pass beginning with the season of 1906,
and they did so. At this time 1
was coaching at Georgia Tech and
promptly put into my offense, as
did other teams, quite a numfoer of
forward passes.
"Previous to this I h*d, with
southern teams, used quite an assortment of laterial and back passes and double and triple lateral
passes. I was not the inventor of
these for they had, been seen in
the game since its first introduction to America in 1869. But during the period of which I am writing, and all through my career at
Clemson, I was about the only
coach in the country that was using
them.
"This concludes about all I can
say of my connection with the forward pass. I thank you for your
kind information regarding the way
my work at Clemson is still viewed
there. I had four very satisfactory
years at Clemson and presume that
some of the old friends I made
there are still with you.
If you
encounter any of them, won't you
be so good as to convey to them
my kindest regards.
John W. Heisman.

COLLEGE STATIONERY

REDUCED
1 Box of 60 Sheets and Envelopes
to Match 49c
Shoe Polish per Box 5c
Palmolive Shaving Cream, Talcum
and Styptic Pencil in Glass All
For 39c
Colgates Tooth Paste Two Large
Tubes and 50c Tooth Brush All
For 49c

X. (2. QlZazlin
*3)zua QompanU) cine
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
KBE :HBMffi»ma>mfl^iHiMttiKigreiaa«mM^^
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DEFEAT P. C, GEORGIA AND
WOFFORD TWICE
(Continued from page one)
The Tiger team led at the half,
16 to 10, but the Spartans came
back to head their visitors by a
single point.
The Clemson quint
soon gained the lead again in short
order and held, a slight edge to the
final whistle.
Wioodward gave a repetition of
his beautiful work of the night
before and accounted for 10 points
during the short time he was in
the game. Simons gave a neat exhibition of guarding the lanky Wofford center, and completely tied
Mooneyham down.
Bullington, Wofford, led the scoring with 15 points and played a
nice game throughout.
1

P. C.
Clemson
completed, a perfect
week by trouncing a small Presbyterian college five, 56 to 6, Saturday night.
Individual scoring honors of the
contest went to "Peb" Bowie, diminutive Clemson soph from Greenville who entered the game at the
beginning of the second half and
began a fast attack on the basket
which netted him six field goals
and one foul tally.
Bowie, who
tips the scales at 125 pounds, fitted in well with four members of
the regular five and made his debut as a varsity player in great
style.
Dobson tied, with Bowie for high
scorer, each making 13 points. Holcomb and Barron accounted for
P. C.'s six points.
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NEWS SHORTS

"Stand behind your lover", said wife, "I'm
'Swift as an Indian"
Too Slow for Moderns the Scotchman to his unfaithful both."

A petition signed by 268 colleges
and 800 college presidents and faNew York —(IP)— The New
culty members, has been sent to York Times has listed the five fast- i
President-elect Franklin D. Roose- est speeds of man as follows:
velt, urging him to bring about the
Seaplane—408.8 miles per hour;
recognition of Soviet Russia by the Lieut. G. H. Stainforth.
United States.
Airplane—284.7 miles per hour;
Capt. L. R. Bayles.
To duplicate the light of the sun
Automobile— 272.108 miles per
on the earth's surface, it would hour; Sir Malcolm Campbell.
be necessary to cover the sky with
Ice Boat—140.6 miles per hour;
an almost solid canopy of electric Lish Price.
light bulbs. To produce the equivMotor Boat— 124.86 miles per
alent of sunlight it would be neces- hour; Gar Wood.
sary to suspend thirteen incades"Swift as an Indian," it might
cent lamps over each square foot be added, is no longer an apt simof the earth's surface.
ile.

going to

Specials for Week-End
AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
A Piedmont shirt and your choice of a tie
$1.50
Any hat in the store and 2 suits of underwear—3.50
Odd sizes Florsheim shoes and necktie
6.85
One suit underwear free with pair shoes—2.50 up
Six one dollar shirts for
5.00
A pair of H'jckok (Dollar suspenders and tie—1.50
A pair of Friendly Five shoes and a pair of bedroom slippers
5.00

Colleges are full of young men
who should be somewhere else, said
And there is the story of the abPresident Angell of Yale recently in
sent-minded college boy who shifted
an address urging more care in the
his sweetie and stripped his gears.
selection of college students.
Reports at the National InterSoviet Agitator—Down with capifraternity Conference held in New
York indicate that fraternities are talism.
Joe College— And punctuation,
placing more and more emphasis on
iKWM^towmisisigig^^
scholarship among their members. too.

JUNICRS & SENIORS, USE YOUR CREDIT

leaveB of
tobacco
are strung to dry
and cure in the sun.
OPICT

TURKISH

New Invention Transforms
Beauty into Melodious Sound
Cleveland—(IP)—"Ah, her profile sounds lovely-"
This may be heard at future
beauty contests as a result of an
invention exhibited last week at
Cast School of Applied Science here
by Dr. Dayton C. Miller, professor
of physics and outstanding authority on sound in this country.
The mechanical device transforms the curves of a profile into
sound waves. If the sounds are in
perfect harmony the curves get a
rating of 100 per cent. Every defect or nicety of human features
is detected by this latest and cruelest of machines, which makes vision audible.
In his demonstration of the machine, Dr. Miller exhibited the profile of the formerly famous screen
star, Mary Miles Minter. The purity of the curves in her face were
measured by Dr. Miller's device,
and their composite vibration waves
resulted in a corresponding purity
of sound. The net result, in fact,
was a major chord perfectly attuned; or, to put it another way,
souuding the perfect mathematical
relationships of the overtone series.
Not only were photographs decomposed into sound, so to speak,
but sounds of various instruments
were synthesized into photographs.
Tones of a French horn, for instance, produced a rugged masculine profile.
Other instruments gave varying
degrees of regularity or angularity
of design when projected on the
screen.
The apparatus that jerferms
these miracles is called a phonodeik.
it is Dr. Miller's own invention ana ne has been developing and perfecting it for the last
ten years, giving demonstrations
before scientific societies in this
country and abroad.
It has been of valuable service
i» studying and correcting defects
in
musical
instruments,
microphones, loud speakers and manysorts of reproducing devices.
.Students at Oklahoma Baptist University at Shawnee, Okla. are being
allowed to pay their tuition with
pigs, chiekens, hay, corn, cows,
wheat or farm implements. A milling company has agreed to pay ten
cents a bushel above the market
price for the university's wheat.

shoot

hat's something" about cigarettes
1 never knew beiore
I'd never thought much about what's inside a
Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been reading
something that made me think about it.
Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chesterfield—the Turkish—comes from 4000 miles away!
And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed
by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small

—/Ac ctacwe&e. -that's Juud&r

and delicate.
Of course I don't know much about making
cigarettes, but I do know this—that Chesterfields are
milder and have a very pleasing aroma and taste.

—{&C ciaaretk -£n<zfr Jashs Jjet&r

They satisfy—and that's what counts with me!
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